Residential Street Sweeping Information

- Streets are swept to remove pollutants from the street before they enter the storm drain system. Only streets with curb and gutter are swept.
- Private or gated communities are not swept by the City of Elk Grove.
- Make sure all garbage cans, parked cars and other obstructions are off the street on your designated sweeping day. Schedule is laid out to avoid conflicts with published trash pick up schedule.
- The streetsweeper will not pick up piled leaves in the street or leaves brought from private property onto the street.
- Streets will not be swept on days that it rains. The schedule will be pushed back the same number of days equal to the number of rain days.
- The City of Elk Grove also sweeps arterials either weekly or bi-weekly. Signalized intersections are swept 18 times per year. Commercial/Industrial areas are swept weekly.
- For more information, or if you have any questions, please call 916-687-3005.